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Block 20 (continued )

Phase II approach is to first develop a complete picture of
the needs, requirements and constraints on a laboratory hot bench
mockup. After considering concept alternatives and related design
fac tors , a modular concept is selected that Is adaptable to all
classes of RPV . Prelimi nary designs of a mockup for each of the
fou r classes of PPV are descr ibed , that Is

Advanced rnulti -mi~sion RPV,.~
~~~~~~

_ HTgh—altitude long endurance PP~~
~ Mini RPV~~~~ J

J~. Tactical expendabl e drone system (TEDS)_

A mockup development plan is presented for each RPV class including
a sc hedule , budgetary estimate of labor and material costs , list of
components and alist of manufacturers capable of developing those
items requiring development. Also included Is a guide for develop-
ing test programs for RPV electrical systems .



PREFACE

This document is a technical report for the second phase
of a two-phase study entitled “RPV Electric Power System Study;
Phase 2: Hot Bench Mocku p Develo pmen t” . The work was performed
by the Aerospace Division of Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical , San
Diego, California under Air Force contract No. F33615-76-C-2069.

The work was administered under the direction of the Air
Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory, Ai r Force Wr igh t Aeronau tical
Laboratories, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433, by
Mr. Duane Fox (POP-2) Project Engineer.

The Principal Investigator was Frederic Miller. Al so con-
tributing significantly to the work was Lou Pico, Advanced Sys-
tems.

This manuscript was released by the author in August 1978.
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SECTION I

I NTRODYJCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

This report concludes a two—phase study of ways of exploiting
technology and resolving the criti cal issues affecting the elec-
trical systems of future RPVs (remotely piloted vehicles). The
Phase I effort (Reference 1) assessed the capability of current
and developing technologies to alleviate RPV electrical problems
incl ude lack of adequate generated power, h igh acqu isi tion and
l ife cycle costs, wi ring and interconnect diffi culti es, poor re-
liability and maintainability , and excessive complexity , wei ght,
and volume. Another factor was the constant dilenwa designers
face in trying to satisfy military specifications and standards
that are not written for RPVs.

The first phase defined electri cal components and system archi-
tectures that will offer signifi cant cost and performance im-
provements over present RPV systems. This includes acquisition
and life cycle costs, rel iabil ity, ma intainabil ity, weight and
volume.

The scope of the study is limi ted to four classes of RPV:

1) Advanced mul ti-mission tactical RPV (ARPV)
2) HIgh alti tude, long endurance RPV (HALE)
3) Mlni-RPV
4) Tactical Expendable Drone System (TEDS)

The scope impl icitl y el im ina tes targets an d cru ise miss i les
from considerati on. However, the range of RPV classes is
broad enough that little generality is lost by their exclusion .
The conclusions apply l argely to them also. The study also
l imi ts consideration to the next generation of RPV. This im-
plies projecting available “off-the—shelf” technology into
the 1983 - 85 time period.

1.2 PROGRAM OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE

As the sequel to the above Technology Assessment, the objective
of the Phase 2 effort is to develop plans for developing hot
bench mockups for demonstrating the capabilities of advanced
RPV electrical system technology as reconinended in Phase 1.
The plans encompass a preliminary design of a hot bench mockup,
tne manpower, schedule , and preliminary estimates of costs for
both the individual component developments and the overall mock-
up, and a list of potential alternative vendors for components
requi ring additional development.
1. Mi ller, F. L., “RPV Electric Power System Study, Phase 1

Technology Assessment ” , AFAPL-TR-78-38
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The purpose o~ the hot mockup, in addition to demonstrating tech-
no logy , is to establish l aboratory techniques to verify predicted
performance , l imi tations , and constraints and to discover unfore-
seen problems wh i ch may requi re further deve lopment. The mockup
will serve as a test bed for evaluating future concepts and com-
ponents and for demonstrating the value of tailoring standa rds and
specificati ons for RPVs. It will operate in the laboratory environ-
ment at AFAPL.

1.3 METHOD OF APPROACH

Tue method of approach to develop a plan is indicated in the work
flow diagram of Figure 1. The Phase 2 work starts by defining the
mockup in terms of requirements , conceptual approaches , and a re-
comended prelimin ary design . This task includes developing over-
all requirements from the Phase I results and from the laboratory
facilities capabilities , interfaces , available space, and method
of operation (see Section 3). The design conside rations are di s-
cussed in Section 4.1. The recomended approach is described in
Section 4.2. Since some of the Phase I concepts require further
deve l opment, capable vendors are identified as potential sources.
Then two plans are developed. One is a plan for developing and
fabri cating the hot bench mockups (Section 5.2). The other is a
plan for testing and demonstrating RPV electri cal systems (Section
5.3).
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Figure 1. Phase II Work Flow Diagram
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SECTIO N II
SUMMARY

2.1 OVERVIEW

The overall  study addresses the prob l ems and technolo gy app l i ca tions
in RPV electri cal power systems . Today ’s systems are relati vely
old off-the - shelf  hardware that is becomi ng inadequate for the
tasks and is causing operational diffi cul ties in performance,
maintenance , and life cycle costs . The primary objective of the
study is to defi ne the available and developing technologies that
can be exploited to resolve the problems and provi de significant
cost and performance improvements ove r present day systems . Some
specifi c problems caused by the off-the-shelf design philosophy
are the lac k of adequa te genera ted power , interconnecti jn ~ ffi-
culties , reliability and maintainability problems such as associa-
ted with batteries , and high life cycle cos ts . A seconda ry ob-
jective is weight and volume improvements .

The study is carried out in two phases . The fi rst phase , re-
ported in Reference 1, assesses the capabilities of available
and developing technologies in alleviating the problems and de-
fi ciencies in current RPVs and for optimizing future RPVs . The
second phase , reported in this volume , develops a plan to estab-
l ish laboratory techniques to demonstrate and verify the feasibi-
lity of the technology appl i cations derived in Phase I. This
secti on sumari zes the results of the Phase 2 effort. The Phase
1 sumary has been reproduced and included for easy reference and
to provide continuity.

2 .2 Ph ASE 2 SUI4IARY

The Phase 2 effort was carried on in three parts : (1) completing
the mockup requirements , (2) developing a reconinended concept,
and (3) defining the development and demonstration plans. The re-
quirements include those of the RPV electrical systems to be demon-
strated ( for each of the four classes ) and those of the laboratory
facilities, in terms of interfaces , capabilities , limi tations ,
space , operating procedures , and desirable characteristics . The
facilities comprise three generator drive stands , load banks , data
acquisiti on and processing system, and the laboratory area. The
most desirable characteristi cs 0f a hot bench mockup are that It
be adaptable to all RPV cl asses , modular , provide ready access ,
easy to modify and maintain , portable or easily relocatable ,
simple , and relatively inexpensive .

The selected confi guration Is neither an airframe shell nor a mock-
up. Since this approach offe rs little benefi t to concept demon-
stration and test and would provide little utility and flexibility
as a tool . Instead it consists of a series of modular boards that
attach to an expandable frame, which can be either wa ll-mounted or
free standing. The number of boards needed depends on the RPV



class. Each board is 3 feet wide and 2 to 4 feet high , and it is
made of aluminum sheet. The set of connectors that provides the
interface to the laboratory power load, control , and data acquisi-
tion subsystems would be conrion to all classes of RPV. A small
system could be mounted on one or two boards. A large system
would be mour ted on three (or more ) boards , for example: one for
regulati on , power condi tioning, and feeder bus control , the second
for load distri bution and control, and the third for loads . Sys-
tem boards and blanks can be easily stored. The adaptability of
the concept al lows its use for systems other than RPV , suc h as
cruise missiles and manned aircraft. Therefore, it can provide
considerable utility for AFAPL applications .

2.3 PHASE 1 SU~14ARY

The Phase 1 report suninary is reproduced here in its enti rety, as
a ready reference to help provide continuity wi th the Phase 2
effort.

The scope of Phase 1 encompasses all aspects of electric power sys-
tems: generation, control, conversion , distribution , and interfaces.
The scope is limi ted to four classes of RPV: (1) advanced tacti-
cal multi —mission RPV (ARPV), (2) high alti tude, long endurance
(HA LE ) RPV , (3) Mini-RPV , and (4) tactical expendable decoy sys-
tem (TEDS). Four preliminary tasks lay the groundwork for the
analyti cal class studies , which (1) establish a basis for pro-
jecting future electrical requirements, (2) define the most
criti cal problem areas in RPVs today and potentially into the
future, (3) review the appl icability of military specifications
and standards to RPV , and (4) survey available and developing
technology that would be most suitable for RPV use in the 1983 -
85 time period.

Candidate electri cal power systems are evaluated for each of the
four RPV classes using a method of applying relative weights to
the five most sign i ficant system parameters: (1) physical chara-
cteristics (weight and volume), (2) performance, (3) reliability,
(4) maintainability , and (5) lIfe cycle cost. PRICE and PRICE L
are used to compare relative acquisiti on and life cycle costs.
The results of the analyses indicate that the best architecture
for the electrical system varies with each class of RPV. The
ARPV class prefers either low vol tage (28 vol ts) or hi gh vol tage
(270 volts) DC over either constant or vari able speed fixed—fre-
quency AC systems; a wild frequency AC approach is a possible
alternati ve.

The HALE cl ass clearly prefers a hybrid wild frequency AC/DC
system, where 28VDC has little preference over 27OVDC. The AC
section supplies primari ly the payload. Since the engine runs
at nearly constant RPM at alti tude when the payload is operating ,
the di rectly-dri ven generator supplies power at nearly constant
frequency. Furthermore , the payloads are primarily avionics ,
which easily tolerate the sort of frequency changes Involved. This
hybrid approac h results In the simplest , lightest, and least cx-
pensive system architecture. It requires the least power conversion .

_ _  _ -  
___
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For the TEDS class (and its close relati ve, the cruise missile),
simplidty is of paramount importance to weight , volume , reliabi-
lity, and cost. The concept that best meets the cri terion is a
wild frequency AC system that depends on inherent regulation. The
basic operational concept of TEDS (and cruise missile) requires
that the engine run at 100% RPM at all times . To a directly dri ven
generator, the engine is a constant speed dri ve . By speci fi cation
and actual f i e ld  experience , such engines run wi thin a fraction of
a percent of a nominal value . Furthermore, a rare—earth permanent
magnet synchronous generator has excellent inherent voltage regu-
lation , e.g., seven percent droop from no loa d to 5KW full  load
in a 1.5 pound generator running at 60,000 RPM (about 2000 Hz line
frequency). T he concept requires conversion and regulation only
within the avionics suite itself for circuit applications and
about 100 watts for the flight control actuators (rare earth PM
motors help here too). -

Mini—RPV s are not compatible wi th AC systems because of the small
size and wide speed range of the reciprocating engines . High
voltage DC offers no advantage . Therefore, a 28 volt DC sys tem
is the only practi cal choice . The diffi culty experienced In Mini-
RPVs has not been technology, but the availability of suitable
components. Ongoing development Is easing that situation.

In each class (except Mini—RPV), an existing sys tem representati ve
of the cl ass was selected as a baseline against which four candi-
date systems could be compared. In all cases , the better candi-
date systems showed signifi cant improvement in weight , volume,
cost , and other factors when compared to the baseline .

Interestingly high voltage DC, which is being considered by some
for manned aircraft , does not provide significant benefi ts for
RPV. One reason is that lighter gage wi re does not save as much
weight in a smaller RPV. Another is that some components become
larger at higher voltages ; e.g., the battery and main line con-
tactors. Unfortunately one compensates for the other, so that
a 270V system weighs abou t the same (or perhaps even more) as a
28V sys tem.

Considerable benefi ts can accrue to high voltage wild frequency
sys tems and for line frequencies greater than the conventional
400 Hz for those sys tems where engine speeds do not vary widely.
Future RPV are expected to have few , If any, loads that are
sensiti ve to higher frequencies. Similar to the TEDS case , In-
herent regulation may be adequate for other applications , thus
simplifying the system noticeably . Higher frequencies allow
smaller magnetics, a signif icant weight contributor. Main line
current Interruption Is also simpler for AC than DC.

The electrical sub—system of each cl ass benefi ts from higher
leve ls of Integration wi th the propulsion and avionics subsys—
tems. Optimizing power extraction from the engine remains a
diffi cult task where an engine is used in several applicati ons .
The ARPV and HALE RPV are expected to have a central digital



avionics processor and a data bus , both of which would be sha red
by th. electrical system. This greatly reduces control wiring and
logic since control and power management would be done in software .
A separate electri cal power data bus is unwarranted. TEDS and
Mini-RPV would not have a data bus , but they will have cen tral
mi croprocessors , which would also be shared by the electri cal
system for cont rol and management. In both cases , contro l and
some distribution would be done via fiber optics and flat wire
or printed ci rcuit cable. Solid state or hybri d solid state /
mechanical contact switching would be used. RPV have always
used remote power controller concept (albeit very simple), since
no one is available in flight to replace a fuse or reset a cir-
cuit breaker.

Rare earth permanent magnets and newer high temperature insulation
combined in generators and actuators benefi t all  systems to some
degree. The Mini-RPV is least benefi ted , because the components
are already small and performance is not criti cal. TEDS electri-
cal system weight is cut by 55 percent, due either directly or in-
directly to rare earth PMs. Other benefits are higher power
(generator or actuator), better regulation , an d i t won ’t demag-
netize. Its cost is still higher than other materials and com-
ponen ts, but the difference is diminishing as production of rare
earth PM material increases .

Review of Military Specifi cations and Standards that are applied
to RPV re—confirms the Tel,edyne Ryan (and ARINC) position that a
RPV Des i gn Han dbook is needed to help the des igner ta i lor mil i tary
specifications to specific systems. However , our position has
shifted slightly to recomend a separate handbook for each class
(or appropriate grouping) to avoid the unwieldy bulkiness of a
single handbook.

The following areas have been identi fied as having suffi cient pay-
off potential to warrant further work, to either exploit developing
technology or to ease current and future problems in RPVs :

• Generate a series of RPV-class design handbooks
for tailoring military specifi cations and standards

• Continued exploitation of rare-earth PM materials
in RPV size generators and 4ctuators , Inc lud ing
regulati on techniques that ~re compatible with PM
generators.

• Develop hybrid multi-purpose technologies , such as
starter-generators, AC/DC generators , other seg-
mented generators for multiple voltages , and multi -
mode emergency or auxi liary (air turbIne) power
units in RPV—compatlble sizes.

• • Exploi t the potential 0f Inherently regulated,
high speed, high and wild frequency electrical
power.

6



• Exploit newer Interconnection techniques , such
as flat wi res , printed ci rcuit cabl es , and fi ber
opti cs .

• Explo it the potential for sharing the avionics
data bus and/or central processor for electrical
system control and power and redundancy management.
This Includes development of smart interface units
for data bus terminals , where a microprocessor can
exert loca l control.

• Develop hybrid solid state/mechanical contact line
con tactors .

• Continue devel opment of battery systems which can
adequately maintain battery condition and accurately
monitor status.

a .
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SECTION III

REQUIREME NTS
L

3.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT

As the previous sections stated , the obj ective of this phase of the
study is to develop a plan to establish laboratory capabilities and
techniques for testing and demonstrating advanced technologies and
electrical power system concepts . The first task in this work is
to develop a complete statement of the problem. To do this , a num-
ber of factors mus t be cons idered . In addition to the requirements
growing out of the advanced technologies and system concepts defined
in Phase I , the factors include ensuring compatibility and proper
interfacing between the RPV mockups and the laboratory , develo pi ng
a set of desirable mockup characteristics , and defining the desir-
able outputs of the overall system. This requires adequately
described lab facilities and capabilities as wel l as RPV mockups.

The following characteristics would be desirable in an RPV mockup:

1) Be adaptabl e to a wide variety of EPS of all PPV
classes , from m in i through HALE , plus cru i se
m iss i les -2) Occupy as littl e floor space as is practical

3) Be portabl e or easily re-locatable
4) Use available coninercial or military hardware

to minimize cost
5) Provide ready access to the subject system for

operation, test, measurement, ma intenance , and
change

6) Be simple , inex pensive , easy to change,
modify, reconfigure, enlarge , or reduce

7) Have modular configuration in terms of shelves ,
trays , boards, or whatever means are used for
mounting equipment with coinnon interfaces for
data acquisition , test system contro l , power
inputs , etc. to make the bench as adaptable
as possible

A desirable objective is to have a single adaptable hot bench that
can be used for any of the four classes of RPV rather than having
four different mockups.

• Design of a compatible mockup must take into account the following
• factors:

1) Capabilities , constraints, and method of operation
of the exIsting facility. This incl udes the gen-

• erator drives , load banks, data acquisition and

• - - -
~~~ .1
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processing system, and available elec tr ical
power

2) Physical layout of the facility for potential
bench l ocations , in terms of availabl e space
and proximity to pertinent laboratory equip-
men t

3) Interfaces with the existi ng facilities and
equipment: mechanical , electronic , and
electrical

For example , the facilities at AFAPL are geared to testing the
relatively large 400 Hz AC electrical systems that are normally
found in manned milita ry aircraft. RPV systems are typically
28 vdc or wild frequency greater than 400 Hz and have much lower
oower capacity systems . Tt~ refore, the f a c i l i t i e s  must be
adapted somewhat to handle these systems .

As desirabl e outputs , the test bench would provide the capability
to:

1) Demonstrate and verify the feasibility of advanced
technology and’ system concepts for future RPV

2) Eva luate the dynamic performance and power quality
of systems and/or components ; perform comparative
analyses• 3) Analyze transient effects and electromagnetic
compat ib i l i ty  in a limited sense

4) Evaluate fault detection and protection techniques;
investigate failure effects

5) Perform reliability testing and analysis
6) Identi fy technical areas that would benefit from

furt her developmen t

The following two sections will describe the AFAPL facilities and
• review the Phase 1 reconinendations, respectively, to further de-

velop the requirements information base.

3.2 AFAPL ELECTRICAL SYSTEM TEST FACILITY

This section describes in suninary form the AFAPL test facilities
and capabilities as they relate to integrating with and ooerating
a RPV hot bench mockup .

The electrical power system test facility has been configured to
test the conventional ll5V/208V 400 Hz systems normally used in
manned military aircraft. The facility consists of the generator

• drive stands , l oad hank , and data acquisiti on and processing
• system , and the laboratory space.
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Laboratory Space

The laboratory floor plan is sketched in Figure 2. The avail-
able floor space is divided into five areas: 1) fabrication
work area , 2) generator drive room, 3) control room, 4) load
bank room and 5) system test area. The latter area i s where the
RPV mockup would be l ocated ; the available floor area is approx-
imately 1650 square~ feet. Rormal laboratory power is 1 20/208V,
60 Hz and 400 Hz, single and three phase.

Generator Drive Stands

Three identical generator drive stands are located within the
generator sound-isolation room, as indicated in Figure 3. A
350 hcrser’ower D.C. electric motor powers each stand , which also
has two counter—rotating generator pads. The speed ran ges, and
dri ve characteristi cs are listed in Table 1. 3:1 speed increasers
are avai l able for the dri ves . Interconnect panels located next
to each stand provi de access to the control room and load banks .
Additi onal cable access can be provi ded between generators and test
systems via six 6-inch di ameter holes in the generator room wall at
the floor l evel .

A torque measurement device is available which can be mounted on
the drive stand to determine the power i nput to the generator.
A microprocessor-based speed control system in the control room
con tro l s each dr ive motor to stop, start, con trol speed , and
mon itor drive operation . The con tro l system i nterfaces with the
Digital Test System. The drive stands have air and oil cooling
provisions for generators under test.

The ceiling is approximately nine feet high , and the c lear areas
are unobstructed from floor to ceiling . The areas marked “miscel-
laneous motors , pumps , pipes , etc.” cou ld accept a table or work
bench, if desired. The room has a light-duty overhead crane that
will travel from the drive pads to the raised floor area and the
double doors .

Control Room

The control room adjoins the generator drive room, and i t  is a i r
conditioned. It contains the control consoles for the generator
drives and load banks. It also contains the digita l data ac-
quisition and processing system. A sketch of the control room
floor plan is shown in Figure 4.
Load Banks

Five identical reinotely~-controlled load banks are installed in

11
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a shed structure just outside of the fabrication area, which is
accessible through a set of double doors. Each load bank , Model
120 manufactured by UMC Electronics , North Haven , Connecticut,
has a total power dissipation rating of 150 KVA at 120 /280V AC ,
400 Hz, 3 phase.

A simplified schematic diacram of a Model 120 load bank is shown
In Figure 5. Each phase i~. independent. The load bank is nor-
mally wye connected by using a shorting bar across one end of the
three phases to form a 4—wire configuration , 120 volt line to
neutral. The phases can also be connected In a del ta configura-
t ion , although the line-to—line voltage must be reduced to l2OV .
Each phase consists of 40 K14 resistive loads and 30 KVAR reactive
loads for a total of 50 KVA . Both the res is t ive  and reactive
loads are incrementally selectable in steps of 1 KW (KVAR), 2 KW
(KVAR), and 5 KW (KVAR) p lus a 1 KW (KVAR) adjustable load , the
sum of which can provide any value from 0 to max imum. The ele-
ments are remotely switched by 120V AC 60 Hz rel ays.

In addition to the var iable elemen t, each of the five AC load
banks conta in the fol low ing discrete elements per phase :

Resistive l oads (low inductance):

1 1 KW = 1 KW (14.4 ohm)
2 2 K W  = 4 K W
7 5 K W  = 35 KW

Total 40 KW

Reactive loads (power factor 0.05 at 400 Hz):

1 1 KVAR = 1 KVAR (5.73 millihenry )
2 2 KVAR = 4 KVAR
5 5 KVAR = 25 KVAR

Tot~il 30 KVAR

The variable load element is controlled by oanel mounted auto-
trai sformers directly connected to either a 14.4 ohm, low in-
ductance resistor or a fixed 5.73 millihenry reactor.

The load banks are hard wired into the facilities, and they are
controlled from three panels located in the control room. A
sketch of a load bank control panel Is shown In Figure 6. The
control panels are connected as shown In the single line func-
tional schematic, Figure 7. !ndiv idual load bank terminals are
routed to the generator room; they are located near each of the
three generator test stands. Control panel authority is divided ,

16
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such that one panel control s one 150 KVA load bank , and the re-
main inq two control panels each control two 150 KVA l oad banks .
These two control panels are wired such that identical steps are
switched into each of the l oad banks . However , only one 1 KW
adjustable load is connected in each dual hank setup. The control
panels have been modified to interface w ith the MODCOMP computer
In the Digital Testing System. Therefore , either manual or auto-
matic load switching is available.

The load hank is totally isolated from the facility power or control
sys tem . Further , UMC Electronics stated that the initial design
provided for 1500 volt isolation between each phase and facility
ground. However , they also indicated that any adjustments by the
user to accommodate special circuits must he examined and specifi-
cally -that the system should be tested to ascertain isolation
integri ty. Section 4.1 discusses the implications of operating
the load banks at DC voltages and at frequencies higher than 400
Hz.

Forced air cooling is provided by integral 480 volt three—phase
fans. An air flow switch and other functional protection is pro-
vided to cut off the load if required .

Digital Testing System

The Digital Testing System provides the functions of data acquisi-
tion , data process ing, and system control . The followi ng informa-
tion is extracted in part from Reference 2, which  shoul d be
consulted for additional data on methodology . The system has the
capability of taking and storing vol tage and current data from up
to three 3—phase channels simultaneously. In addition , the system
can control the test procedure and monitor such things as tempera-
ture, flow, pressure and torque of the unit under test and auto-
matically terminate the test in the event of a mal function .

The digital test system consists of the following major components:.
MODCOMP II computer, Sangamo Sabre IV High Density Digital Tape
r)rive (HDDT), 18 isolated analog to digital (A/fl) converters,
generator dri ve stand controller, and timi ng and interface elec-
tronics. A simplified block diagram of the system is shown in
Figure 8.

The system has four basic modes of operation: 1) A/D converters
to computer memory (disk or core) data acquisItion, 2) AID
converters to HDDT drive data acquisition , 3) HDDT drive to
computer disk for analysis of data previously collected, and 4)
computational mode for general purpose computation and program

• development. Data points are col lected and stored one sixteen-
bit word at a time. flata points may be collected from any A/D

2. Caputo, E. J., “Aircraft Electrical System Testing and
Data Reduction Using Digital Techniques”, NAECON 78
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converter (in any order) at up to 100,000 data po ints (words)
per second per AID converter. tn Mode 1, data may be collected
at a tota l rate of up to 500,000 words per second for a total of
16,000 words when storing data in core memory, and at a total
rate of up to 110,000 words per second for a total of 3,500,000
words (approxima tely 30 seconds ) when storing data on the computer
disk. In Mode 2, data may be collected at a ra,te of -312 ,500 words
per second for a total of 1.2 billion words (approximately 1 hour)
when recording at 30 inches per second on the HOOT drive . tn Mode
3, the data recorded on the HDDT drive is played back and stored
on the computer disk 3.5 million words at a time and analyzing by
the computer. Mode 4 is used for analysis data taken in Mode 1
operation and for general purpose computation and software develop—
men t.

The major objective of electrical system testing is to determine
actual power quality of various system configurations and com-
ponents. The actual power quality , however, Is rather diff icult to
measure using the standard analog techniques of chart recorders,
storage oscilloscopes , and FM tape machines. Th-ls is because
the signals to be analyzed need to be conditioned in some manner
(RMS, pea k, average or frequency to voltage modules are comonly
used) before any meaningful analysis can be made. This method
suffers from severe bandwidth and accuracy l imi tations.

The digita l testing techniques consist of sampling the relevant
i nputs at a high rate (10 to 60 samples per 400 Hz cycle), con-
verting them to digital signals and recording the digital data
on a digital storage medium (core memory, disk memory, or on a
high density digita l tape drive). The digita l test method offers
considerable improvements in accuracy, bandwidth and analysis
flexibility . Computerized control of the unit under test offers
more consistency in test procedures, reduced personnel costs per
test , and more safety and protection for the unit under test.

The parameters required for analysis of 400 Hz aircraft electrical
systems and electrical system components are RNS, average, peak,
harmonic distortion and period for individual cycle waveforms,
and power factor, real power, react1~~ power and phase angle for
groups of two input waveforms. Due to the fact that the data
acquisition system gathers data asynchronously and some data
must be discarded due to errors attributed to the storage process,
conventional methods for computing these parameters could not be
used. The methods of computation used are described in Reference
2. In addition to the programs for computing the analytical para-
meters noted above, others in the API library include transient
analys is, time cutout/trip curves, and efficiency.
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The digital testing system in use at AFAPL has proven to be very
effective in analyzing steady state and transient performances of
AC electr ical system components. Due to the fact that each cycle
(of the 400 Hz signals ) can he analyzed individually, a capability
to analyze transients very accurately was achieved. The integra-
tion of the testing funct ion with analysis funct ion us ing the
MODCOMP II computer allows for analysis of test results ininedi-
ately fol lowing each test. Analyses done by the computer allow
test data to be presented in a variety of formats as desired by
the test engineers.

3.3 RPV EPS CANDIDATES REVIEW

3.3.1 Introduction

This section reviews the EPS candidate selected in Phase 1 as
being the best architecture for each class . Each of the four
classes of RPV studied imposes slightly different requirements
on a hot test bench, in terms of available bench space, the in-
put power waveform, power loads, Interfaces , and data and control
needs.

The space requirements are based on the assumption that the regu-
lator/power control unit is located near the generator, which is
on a drive stand, and is separate from the remainder of the sys-
tem. The question of hot bench requirements then addresses the
remaining portion of a system, consisting of the distribution and
control , stored energy, loads , and intersystem interface elements.
The space needed to mount components is addressed in the Section
4 as part of the design considerations in selecting an approach
to mockup design. The components required are also listed in
Section 4. The list includes the central data processor and data
bus components which were considered part of the avionics system
during the Phase 1 analysis , but they must be included in a hot
bench design.

3.3.2 ARPV LVDC System

The candidate LVDC (low voltage DC) system would generate 10KW of
MIL-STD-704 power requlated at 27.5 volts. The generator is a 30,000
to 40,000 RPM, solid rotor, rare earth magnets , air cooled machine
that is either pad mounted or integral with the engine. The

- accompanying power control unit (PCIJ), which can be integral
with the generator or separately mounted nearby, rectifies and
filters the wild frequency AC output of the brushless generator
and regulates the generator voitage at 27 .5 volts .

Generators using samaritin cobalt magnets are presently in use in
the Tomahawk cruise missile wi th a 4 KW rating and integral PCU.
The proposed unit for the FIREBRAND is a 7 KW unit in a ram air
turbine, and 10 KW and larger units have been designed.
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Sm Co generators can be m ade smaller than conventional genera-
tors. This plus a generator speed of 30,000 to 40,000 RPM or
higher , permits a weight reduction of approximately 30% over
a standard 8,000 RPM machine. Permanent magnet generators are
also brushless , which imoroves their high altitude characteris-
tics and the overall MTBF.

Figure 9 shows a LVDC system as it might apply to an ARPV utili-
zing the high speed , samarium cobalt generator with its PCU .
Monitor and control of the electrical power system is by the
avionics computer via the data bus into the remote terminal unit
and its interface unit for control of the solid state switchgear.

The solid state switchqear can be two types, one simply a switch ,
the other a current limiting switch or circuit breaker. The
power feeder and distribution wi re weights and volume s were
determined by use of conventional round wire and conventional con-
nectors. The control wiring between the remote terminal unit and
the power controllers uses flat wi res to minimize weight and
volume and fiber optics to minimize EMI susceptance.

3.3.3 HALE RPV AC/DC System

The AC/DC system envisioned is a combination of the VSVF (variable
speed, variable frequency) and LVDC systems, although any of the
AC systems and HVDC (high voltage DC) would also serve. The YQM-98A
system is a successful example of such a hybrid. The ovjective is to
minim ize the amount of power conversion required for the various loads
therby productin the simplest possible system. Therefore, those loads
that can use the VSVF power di rectly, such as poyloads, core av ionics ,
and fuel pumps would do so without conversion . This could represent
50 to 95% of the total load . Those loads which require DC, such as
fl ight control actuators, or are frequency sensitive , such as cool ing
blowers , would use DC thereby sharing a common convers ion at the
generator.

The AC/DC system is shown schematically in Figure 10. Note that
while the DC outputs of the engine-dri ven and air turbine motor
driven generators can be paralleled , the AC outputs cannot.
Recent developments, such as the hybrid PM/EM or flux-shunt

- regulator, allow regulating the AC and DC generators independent-
ly where both AC and DC loads require close regulation .

3.3.4 MINI-RPV

The generalized architecture Is similar to that of the Navy STAR
Mini-PPV , described in detail as an example in subsequent para-
graphs, but with a higher capacity generator supplying 1500 watts
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or more at 27 .5 VOC . Because the Mini—engine has a relatively
low output shaft speed, a speed increaser may be required for
some generato rs; the belt drive used in the STA R system is such
an example. A simplified schematic is shown in Figure 11.

Several candidate generators are available such as a flux—swi tch
generator and a permanent magnet (SniCo) alternator. The major
difference between these two machines is that the flux-switch
generator has an electromagnetic field , which is also used for
regulation , whi le the PM alternator, which has no means of con-
trolling the field, uses a series switching regulator. These
approaches provide comparable overall performance. -

To save we ight, s i ze, and cost , the voltage regulator is corn-
bined with the rectifier . If the regulator-rectifier is made
an integral part of the generator the need for shielding the
power leads is elimi nated.

L~~~
hlL1CAL PLUG

-‘voc _________________________

(GENERATO~—I 
I_~!,.~—1 POWER 

~~~~~~~~ ISUPPLY tIE VOC _______________________

RECTIPIER. 2I VDC I ~ t1SV S~4 I
REGULATOR FUGHT ________________

CONTROL .( ~~~~~ SV U$ I
COMPUTER -

a voc sus L ~
IGNITION
ENGINE/FLIGHT CONTROL
TELECOMMUNICATiONS

- PAYL OAD

K (4 A. RELAY ) • OPTIONAL • Could be r.quli’ud on Ion’S ~~~~.
• 

• U~~~~~I POINTS
TV

TRANSMITTER

Figure 11. MINI-RPV LVDC Without Boxes
(Single Output)
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However , additional generator volume in a crowded engine corn—
partinent comands a high premium, and the env ironment is severe .
A preferred solution is to locate the rectifier—regulator out-
side the engine compartment, even though power l ead shielding
is needed .

Utili zation equipment often requires voltages other than that
supplied by the generator. These can be obtained in various
ways: a) by a power supp ly within the utilization equipment ,
b) by a multi—output generator, or c) by a central power
supply that could be a separate unit or a part of the regulator
rectifier.

The electrical system used on the STAR Mini—RPV consists of a
belt dri ven AC generator , a rectifier-regulator, a regulated
avionics power supply, a power distribution assembly, and the
distribution wiring . The power distribution assembly consists
of a 4 amp relay to switch 28 VDC power to the video transmit-
ter payload. Power IS distributed from a centra l terminal
board to the various loads using conventiona l interconnecting
wire.

The generator is hard—mounted to the two-stroke interna l com-
bustion engine and driven through a V—bel t and pulleys to in-
crease the RPM at the generator shaft to 2.62 times the engine
RPM . The genera tor RPM range is from 9200 at engine idle to
24 ,950 at maximum engine RPM. The generator is a flux-swi tching
type. The single phase frequency is proportiona l to RPM and
ranges from 1533 Hz at engine idle to 4158 Hz at maximum RPM.
Fiel d excitati on is el ectromagnetic, and field current is 1.8
amps maximum at 28 VDC.

The generator output is connected to the rectifier-regulator
and the power supply through shielded cabl es connected to a
terminal board. The rectifier-regulator rectifies the AC -

voltace to 28 VDC , and regulates the output voltage by corn-
pari ng it with a zener reference and controlling the current
in the generator field winding . Output power Is 392 watts
average , 533 watts peak , at 26 to 28.5 VOC . The power supoly
provides ± 1% regulated outputs of +15 VDC at lOW , -15 VDC at
8.6 W, +5 VDC at 28.2W , and -9 VOC at 10.3W. Each of the four
voltages are derived from individua lly secondary windings of a
transformer whose primary is connected to the generator AC
output. -

External power for system checkout prior to engine start is provided
via an umbilical connector. Power and return lines for each of the
5 systems voltages are connected directly to the outputs of the

r 28
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vehicle power supplies at a central terminal board . This same
terminal board serves as a dis tribution point for the vehicle
l oads . A bias res istor in the regulator supp lies the initial
generator field excitation from the main 28 VDC bus , which is
energized from ground power at the time of engine start. Once
the engine RPM is high enough for the generator to sustain
system loads , the ex ternal power supplies are switched off in
the ground sup•port equipment , and the umbilical plug removed
in preparation for launch.

No battery was required tn the power system because surv ival of
the vehicle was contingent upon engine-on net recovery , as corn-
pared to glide/engine—off-parachute recovery modes typical of
other RPVs. Size and weight constraints prohibited addition of
a battery which would power the essential systems unti l net re-
covery in the event of generator, rectifier-regulator , or
power supply failure. A small battery to fire the pyrotechnics
for parachute deployment was employed in the flight test vehicles ,
wherein a parachute system replaced the payload during initial
test flights .

3.3.5 TEDS VSVF System

The VSVF system shown in Figure 12 is similar to a LVDC system,
except that conversion of the generator output is deferred to
the load areas. Transmitti ng 240 VAC allows using lighter gage
feeder wires and smaller line contactors than 28 VDC . Nei ther
voltage nor frequency of the generator output is regulated.
Si nce the TEDS engine is expected to operate at a single throttle
setting (100% RPM), then frequency variation throughout the
flight would be negligible. For example , the Harpoon engine
specifi cation calls for the engines to operate at a nomi nal maxi-
mum RPM ± 3/4 percent. Field experience shows the variation to
be ±0. 3 percent actual . Therefore assuming a single throttle
setting, the system would behave as a constant frequency In area
of 2000 to 4000 Hz (fo r. 4 and 8 poles respectively). Such fre-
quencies are low enough to not cause excessive feeder line re-
actance for the relatively short lines in a TEDS and high
enough to allow very small transformers in the power converters,

Wh i le the line frequency is essentially constant , voltage varia-
tions due to load changes (such as cycling the payload) will
change the voltage/frequency ratio. The voltage droop in the
referenced SmCo generator when cycling a 3 KW payload would be
about 4%. The magnetics would have to be designed to allow for
such variations . However, at the frequencies involved , the
rnagnetics are very small , and a 4% increase in size would be in-
significant.
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Figure 12. TEDS VSVF System Wi thout Boxes

If future TEDS mission scenarios should call for a second throt-
tle setting , such as 92% or 95% for example, then generator
vo l tage and frequency will change together and at approximately
a constant ratio. Such a change by itsel f would have no more
effect on power suppl ies, TRIJs, and heaters than in the previous
DC case , since the primary effect Is in the voltage change. DC
motors, I.e., flight control actuators, would similarly not be
affected. AC motors would run slower, of course. The only AC
motor envisioned in a TEDS vehicle would be a fuel pump and pos—
s ibly a cool ing fan. Changing speed proportiona l to engine
speed is an ideal situation for a fuel pump. However, a cool ing
fan would have to be sized for the lowest expected frequency to
ensure adequate air flow. Hence it would be slightly larger than
for a fixed frequency case.

3.4 CONCLUSIQFI

Thi s review of the reconinended RPV systems concludes the suninary
of material that impacts the design of hot bench mockups in one
way or another. The information forms the basis for developing
mockup designs , which is discussed in the next section.-
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SECTION IV

EPS MOCKUP DESIGN

4.1 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

4.1.1 Introduction

The preceding section provided a necessary information base for
designing RPV electr ical hot benc h mockups . However , the data
raises additional questions and issues which must be resolved
before a design can be compl eted. In addi t ion  to the basic design
issue of selec ting a des ign configuration , questions remain such
as:

1) How to include the central .data processor , software,
and data bus (in two classes), whi ch the elec trical
subsystem shares with the avionics , and how much
devel opment Is involved?

2) How wel l does the existing load bank, which was de-
signed for 115 VAC 400 Hz power, perform at RPV vol-
tages: DC and frequencies of 2K Hz to 5K Hz? Are
actual loads better than simulated loads?

3) What are the approximate costs and schedules associ-
ated with the various classes of mockups (estimated
to a degree of confidence that would allow plannin g
and decision making on potential future programs)?

4) Other issues, including availability of DC power,
how to approach EMI testing, and trans ient test ing
in DC systems.

This section will discuss these areas to clear the way for des-
cribing the selected concept.

4.1.2 Mockup Design Al ternatives

Mockups are built to hel p understand, observe , and evaluate pro-
posed system behavior under reasonable approximations to actual
conditions. Therefore the mockups are fabricated to reasonably
repl icate the design under consideration . This technique offers
to the mockup visitor a vicarious bond to the experiment and/or
equipment , such that one can readily associate to the experiment
and relate to an actual installation . Construction techniques
involved in replication often utilize production drawings and
where possible actual production or final installation structural
hardware. The inaccessibility and diffi cul t working space asso-
ciated with and usually found in the actual Installation is car-
ried forward to the mockup tool . Additionally, costs associated
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wi th such detailed replication can be excessively high for the
ac tual ex per imental value rece ived .

Quite naturab lly, mockups constructed for the specific purpose of
investigating human factors response to control pl acements or
actuatlons must closely duplicate the installation to satisfy the
intended operation. For evaluating conceptual electrical system
perfo rmance , however , this attention to esthetic replication is
unnecessary. -

The key charac teris tics of an RPV elec trical system hot tes t benc h
are accessibility , small size, and ease of reconfiguration. Thi s
is necessary to simpl ify the inevitable hardware changes. Al so,
as alluded to above , hot bench mockups were usually structured to
replicate in its entirety the physical airframe of a system as
well. Construction was generally completed on a plywood ~skinnedusl ab which represented a realistic veh ic le ground p lane by v irtue
of the copper or aluminum sheet. Th i s completed structure requi red
a relatively large laboratory space.

A review of the existing APL facilities indicates that much of the
necessar y equipment, Interconnecting wi ring , and isolation afforded
by that ins tallat ion is suitable and ready for use. The ques tion
arises as to the best physical location of the hot bench . The
mockup must be des igned for the ava ilabl e space and structure.
The maximum weight of all components, including mounting hardware ,
must be known to assure that floor loading and/or wall loading is
wi thin the allowable limi ts prescribed by the building code. While
this task is not extensive , sufficient engineer ing mus t be ex pended
to assure that the bui ld ing walls and floo rs are not ove rloa ded .

Several locations within the laboratory area were considered . The
mezzanine, the generator room, and the areas of wall space and
room areas outside of the generator room concrete block enclosure .
Locating mockups on the generator room exterior wall minimizes the
use of floor space, although It restricts location fl exibility .
Using a rol i away dolly platform provides location flexibility ,
al though It requires more floor space than a wall-mounted system.

The mockup design approach that best meets the reqt’irements intui-
tively calls for the use of modular elements or panels. An example
of this approach Is indicated in Figure 13. It offers the user the
ability to readily change from one setup to another, ready access
to all components, simpl e inter-module wiring , low cos t, and a
means of reducing overall storage requirements. The question
lninediately arises as to the optimum configuration of the modules
in terms of size, number, orientation , material, and means of
mounting. Panel sizes considered ranged from 4 ft. by 12 ft. to
2 ft. by 3 ft. Number was obviously Inversely proportional to
size. Orientation was either horizontal or vertical ; one configura-
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tion had panels that laid horizontally in operation and rotated
to the vert ical for storage when not in use. Mater ials cons idered
insluded metal-clad wood, honeycomb, and reinforced aluminum sheet.
Mounting means included being fixed to a frame or bench , hinged
horizontally or vertically, and combinations.

A va riety of frame structures and assoc iated components can be
suppl ied from comercial construction and warehouse equipment manu-
facturers. Such systems have fixed structures or supports within
wh ich the loca tion of shelves , rac ks , and panels can be var ied and
adjusted as needed . One vendor, in part icular , offers a support
and column design which Is used as the standard for this discussion .
The key attribute of this particular design is that the “keyhole
slo ts ” for mounting racks and shelves are shaped such that the re-
moval forces are not as great if conventional keyhole designs were
used .

Whatever mounting configuration is selected , it must be capable of
supporting the total weight of any electrical system candidate.
Whil e the tare weights of a small system panel ,.including connec-
tors , terminal blocks, and mounting supports could approach 30
pounds, the total weight with all installed equipment to be eval-
uated could reach 150 pounds. Expanding this example to a complete
system (worst case assumptions) indicates that the mounting mech-
anism would have to acconinodate at least four panels per column .-
Accordingly, the final design selection must Include the capa-
bility to support a 1000 pound static l oad plus any dynamic working
forces associated wi th connecting and disconnecting various compo-
nents and adjustments . Most of the coimiercial catalog item rack
frames and systems are specified at 15,000 pounds minimum , which
is wel l over the minimum dynamic requirements. Therefore, any
manufacturer ’s design could be selected with considerable safety.

Al though the use of 1/4 - inch or 1/8 - inch thick aluminum plate
or sheet would simplify overall component mounting board construc-
tion , other concepts are available. Aluminum-skinned plywood or
sheet foam has been successfully used with structural mockups.
This approach is lighter than using a solid plate , the metal skin
can be used as the ground plane, and it is low in cost. Unfortu-
nately, compression of the wood , or foam filler, when mounting
through-bolts or studs for electrical return paths can introduce
a relaxed joint such that eventually the contact resistance in-
creases and high resistance ground returns are formed. This must
be avoided in laboratory designs , and therefore the app roach i s not
recomended.

Another al ternate is to use light gauge material sheet stock, 0.090
or 0.060 inches thick. The panel weight would be considerabl y re-
duced with minimum compression of through—bol t electrical joints.
Additional stiffening woul d be required however, by beading , rivet-
ing of angles or some similar positive action . Unless stiffening
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were added , severe panel deflection and distortion would be en-
countered when mounting electrical system components.

The mater ial thi ckness , wi th associated weights for a 36-inch by
24—inch aluminum (7075—T6 alloy ) panel are tabulated below.

Material thickness pounds/ft2 total weight

1/4 inch 3.6 21.6 lbs .

1/8 inch 1.76 10.56 lbs .

14 Ga. (0.63) 0.89 5.32 lbs .

Vertically mounting the test bench will permit very effective
space utilization. To simplify the mounting provisions , the
width will be standardized at 36 inches. The vertical dimen~ionwoul d be varied to suit the individual needs of each configuration ,
from two to four feet. Specific requirements of the system, such
as instrumentat ion, external loads , and power could be individuafly
sati sfied by sel ective cod ing of the interconnec t plug and pin
ass ignments, by appropriate connections to terminal boards or
al ternately, by selecting 5015 type inserts to MS series connectors.
This flexibility permits changing to other type systems .

From discussions with laboratory personnel and similar operating
experience in the laboratory environment, we conclude that the
most practical approach is to bolt a standard mounting column
(floor feet attached) to the wal l using a six to ten-inch spacer,
as indicated in Figure 14. Horizontal column spacing must acconino-
date the selected standard panel dimension and the support column
width. A column spacing of 38-1/2 inches permits 36 inch wide
panels to be used. Raw stock aluminum plate and sheet are fur-
nished in both 36-inch by 96-inch and 48-inch by 96-inch dimen-
sions. Accordingly simple shearing from a 36-inch wide stock
material can economically provide the necessary panels.

Figure 15 illustrates an Individual panel mounting procedure, and
it shows a method to accomodate rapid interchangeabi’ity . A wall
surface 6.5 feet high woul d provide ample space. The operator
viewing angle from a distance of four feet can accomodate all
mounting and panel details. Additionally, an operator in a squat-
ting position has working access to the lowest panels, al though
this position would rarely be used.

Al ternatives to the fixed wall emplacement must also be considered.
An obvious variation is to simply exchange the wall mount for a
floor mounted portable pedestal. In this configuration , frame
columns are supported by angled braces and mounted on a rolling
platform, as Indicated In Figure 16. In this manner, the equipment 
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coul d be more easily moved to various locations throughout the
[ facility . Another advantage is that both sides of the panel s are

accessabl e for mounting components thereby reducing the overal l
panel space needed . Conversely, access to the more rigid inter-
connects, (generator outputs and simulated l oad circuits) mi ght
not be as easily acconinodated. In a large installation wi th high
current and power capacity , tie-ins to the main system might be-
come unweildy , and the conductor flexibility and weights might
detrac t from the intended free stand ing rol laway approach.
Figure 17 is included to indicate the flexibility of a wall
mounted swing-out installation. Both sides of the panel are
access ibl e for mounting components , thereby reducing the panel
area needed. The panel s can be folded flat against the wall when
not in use. This approach requires less wal l space than the first
method described , which uses contiguous single—sided panels; this
may be a moot point, however. Since the panel s are closer to-
gether, interpanel wiring can be slightly more compact. However,
the overhang moment can cause high wal l loads , which must be
evaluated for a particul ar installation.

L

Figure 16. Rol laway Mockup

l
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A number of vehicle system configurations could be under active
investigation at any time . With the expected relatively low
costs of each panel section , a practical approach would be to
include several panels and store unused ones rather than to
tear down each.panel fol lowing test. Additionally, because of
the many system types that would be under test or investigation ,
several system types might be in varying state of buildup and/or
testing at any one time . The storage requirements would include
interconnecting cabl es for each type system and any special hard-
ware items under test. The cabinets should accomodate up to 8
standard panels, (3 foot widths and varying height, up to 4 feet).
Expected unloaded panel weights are 14.3 pounds per linear foot
width, (28.06 pounds for a 2 foot high panel and 38.6 pounds for
a 4 foot high panel). Components would be in addition to these
weights. Accordingly, fully loaded panel storage weights could
approach several hundred pounds. 

-

The various vendors use different attaching mechanisms . The Inter-
lake Inc. assembly, which is used as the example for this discus-
s ion, uses a s ingle support arm, which mates with the keyhole frame.
Each arm, which are used in pairs , weighs 2.5 pounds. These can be
bol ted to the aluminum panel for both mounting and stiffening . The
total weight is then : -

Al uminum panel , 1/8 inch thick, 36 in x 24 in 10.5 lbs

Top support arm set (right and left) 5.0 lbs

Bottom support arm set (right and l eft) 5.0 lbs

Misc. fixed hardware, bol ts, terminals etc. 7.5 lbs

Total fixed weight 28 lbs

The Interlake system is widely stocked throughout the United States ,
is low cost, and provides the modularity necessary for a flexi bl e
installation . The approximate costs of a 5 bay (6 column ) instal-
l a tion would be:

3 rack frames , P/N LF15-24084 $41.00 $123.00

6 rigid wall fix, P/N LA 0602—Ri $ 5.00 $ 30.00

16 pair support P/N LIA 9060 $11.25 pair $180.00
arms 

__________

Total rack frame expenditures $333.00

This example assumes that the laboratory Initially esta-
blishes an operating complement of 8 component mounting

• 
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Whil e the benefit of using catal og hardware is its availability,
minor adjustments to these items would be hel pful . Specifically
in the matter of the rack frame , the Interlake LF-l5-24084 frame
provides, a 1—5 /8 x 3—inch dual column frame , having an overall
height of 84 inches. The keyhole slots In the rack frame are
spaced 2 inches apart, thereby permitting the beam assembly
heights and positions to have two-inch Increments. Inasmuch as
a full rack frame is unnecessary, these frames could be cut In two
lengthwise at the site . -

The 1-1 /2” by 3-inch column can individually support up to 15,000
pounds; six columns would be used for one 5—bay installation and
thereby support up to 90,000 pounds, well over any weight restric-
tions that could be envisioned for this, or any future study appl i-
cat ions. The family of a1uminu~ mounting plates used in thisinstallation , again , would have coniiion dimensions in width, with
height being a variabl e sized to acconinodate the hardware required
for the particular system under test.

In suninary, the benefits of this approach over a conventional •

vehicle repl icated instal l ation include : -

1) Exceptional access to all components and wiring

2) Reasonable repl i cation of the installation as regards
to w iring lengths , component or ientat ion, and system
protect ion elements

3) Considerably less bul k- than with conventional three—
dimens ional replicas

4) Ground pl ane provided by the al uminum mounting plate,
individually bonded to the structure and the facility
ground bus.

5) Simplif ied storage of all mockup boards. A bank of
test boards could be configured and stored unti l
needed.

6) Very low in itial and foll ow on costs. The rack is a
multi-sourced production item. The standard mounting
panel , a readily fabricated item.

7) Interfaces to the system are provided by standard
pin assignments.

8) Components mount vertically as in a typical airborne
installation

-/t -
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4.1.3 Microprocessors and Data Busses

The Phase 1 study concluded that future el ectrical systems would
be sof tware control l ed, and they would share the avion ics central
processor and data bus where one is use d . These elements were not
counted as part of the electrical during the Phase 1 analyses , but
they must be included in any mockup designs. What are the impli-
ca tions?

Electrical power control and monitor software Is very simple , con-
sisting of level sensing and boolean logic, as compared to complex
mult i-function avionics software. Other related software functions
that would be included are an event programer, to s imulate a
mission prograniner, and possibly test functions. These functions
would easily fit within microprocessor capabilities . Such a com-
puter need not be flightworthy . A more effective approach woul d
be to use a general purpose microprocessor that could prov ide more
utility as a laboratory tool and could be used on more than one
system. 

-

One of the key items to a successful program is to demonstrate the
feasibility of the selected design concept and yet stay wi thin the
overal l time and cost constraints. Accomplishing this objective
means mi nimiz ing des ign and fabr ication time , hardware costs and
lead time, new software development, and de-bug and integration time .

The recomended approach uses available off-the-shelf comercial
equipment to synthesize new generation concepts . The marketpl ace
has availabl e a significant amount of hardware that can be utilized .
Foremost in availabili ty and maturity is the Intel multi—micropro-
cessor equ ipment, which permits substantially all hardware to be
obtained off-the-shelf and provides both hardware and software
development support . Others include Texas Instruments , Motorola,
National Semi conductor ,

The Intel singl e board computer (SBC) products , for example, con-
figured in conjunction with auxiliary equipment, provide the build-
ing blocks for implementing breadboard systems of any capability
required by RPV systems as well as for many manned aircraft elec-
trical systems. The SBC uses the 8080 microprocessor, va rious
types of memory and input/output resources, and an arbiter. Card
racks wi th system bus mother-boards are expandabl e to acconinodate
many modules. Existing logic anaiyzer and in-circuit emulator
capability simplifies development and checkout. Availability of
a real time mul ti -tasking operating system and higher order language
(HOL) software simplifies software development. Selection of a
particular microprocessor system should take into account the sys-
tems being used by other WDL laboratories on related programs.
The purpose is to optimize compatibility and data exchange.
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The technology to impl ement a multiplexed data bus to meet MIL-STD-
1553A has reached the point where modules to build 2-chip systems
are now in limited production . Therefore this element of an ARPV
or HALE RPV system mockup has left the “developmen t required” cate-
gory and ga ined “off-the—shelf” status. Circuit Technology Inc.,
Farmingdale, N.Y., produces a hybrid line transceiver, CT 1231 , and
Harri s Semi conductor Products , Mel bourne, Florida , produces a
Man chester encoder-decoder, HD—15530. Figure 18 indicates how
these modules would be used in a typical system. The line coupler
may be a transfo rmer for a two-wi re system or a light emitting diode
and detector for a fiber optic system. The subsystem interface unit
functions are appl i cation dependent. They include serial—to-paral-
lel data conversion and buffer, data control logic stored in a read-
only memory or programed logic array module, discrete and analog
data conversion , and signal conditioning . The engi neering time now
requi red is approximately one month for design , one month for fabri-
cation and checkout, plus hardware delivery time. Other manufac-
tures are also developing hybrid circuits for the data bus functions,
some of which are expected to enter production in the near future.
Several companies have developed hybrid circuit modules for their
own use, such as Hughes Semiconductor; whether these devices will
also become available is unknown .

4.1.4 Load Banks

Through the cooperation of UNC Elect ronics , internal workings
of the l oad bank were investigated . Initially, we were con-
cerned that the existing load bank equipment , contactors ,
sw i tches , reactors , resistors and wire could not tolerate the dissi-
pation and arcing conditions associated with alternate system vol-
tages. - Several contactors used in this existing design are no

• longer catalog items; further, no DC or tungsten load ratings or
- data are availabl e for any of these contactors. The relay manu-
facturer indicates that the contact areas and air gaps used in
these old designs generally comply with the recommended practice
of today ’s appl ications. Nonetheless, an actual load test using
the proposed system operating values Is recommended to verify the
contactor and other load bank characteristics when operating the
voltages , currents, and frequencies of non-400 Hz systems.

The 1 KW/KVAR variable loads, both resistive and reactive, are
controlled by autotransformers located in the control panels. The
autotransformers are the l imiting element in high frequency opera-
tion. Unfortunately, most standard autotransformers have a fre-
quency limit of about 2000 Hz. Above 2000 Hz, the hysterisis los-
ses increase dramatically resulting in excessive core losses.
Therefore, the present equipment could be used up to 2000 Hz and
left switched out at higher frequencies. The discrete load values
would provide realistic resolution for lab use.
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The load banks are wi red such that the outputs of each phase
(resistive and reactive) are brought out independently, as m di-
cated in Figure 19. Normally, one end of the three phases in a
load bank are connected by a shorting bar to form the neutral
l ine of a 4—wi re wye connection . Obviously, many other confi-
gurations are possible, including 3-phase delta , si ngl e phase,
and various series , parallel , and series-parallel combinations
for DC or s ing le phase AC to provide al ternati ve load va l ues .
Th is approach coul d be extended to include interconnec ting load
banks.

For example, Figure 20 presents the direct current loads that
could be obtained from a unit by simple phase reconnections.
Three conf igurations are shown : paralle l , two el ements in a
ser ies connection, and three elements in a series connection .
By using the three series elements , the system vol tage could be
increased to 360 volts DC and still be wi thin the basic operating
design limit.

At 30 VDC, the power dissipation is approximately 1/4 the normal
120 V rating or 10 KW per phase or 30 KW per unit. This l evel is
adequate for essen tially all RP~I appl ications. Obviously, the re-
active loads are not connected during DC operations.

A similar chart coul d be generated for reactive loads. The dissi-
pation within the reactive loads decreases linearly wi th frequency .
Therefore, where a single phase can dissipate , 30 KVAR at 400 Hz,
it will dissipate 3 KVAR at 4000 Hz. A 2 KVAR el ement would dissi-
pate 200 VAR . Table 2 summari zes the change in single phase re-
active load dissipation with frequency wi thin the range of fre-
quencies of interest, assuming constant 120 VAC line power. The
reduced load levels at higher frequencies are wel l within the
expected RPV range therefore permi tting realistic loads to be ex-
amined .

While the l oad banks will provide acceptable values as static
dummy loads , they cannot adequately simulate the dynamic conditions
of actual RPV loads . In particular , RPV payloads often have high
pulsating power and on-off cyclic load requirements . Exampl es are
radar jamers, chaff dispensors, and the film transports in frame
cameras. These peak loads are often a large fraction of the total
vehicle power needs. Hence they degrade electrical power quality
by causing severe transients on the power busses that can disrupt
computers or other avionics components or even the primary elec-
trical power regulators and conditioners.

The relatively high costs of airborne qual i fied equipments and
lack of availab ility , however , restricts their general adoption .
A more practical approach is to substitute a composite dummy load
controlled by a simpl e clock and switching network connected to
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simulate the high repetition rate switching and in-circuit charac-
teristics of the real vehicle loads . This would save considerable
money and el iminate scheduling of high value equipments . Charac-
teristics of the switching mechanism must tolerate high voltage
transients that would be expected from rapid load switching of
hi gh power circuits . Figure 21 illustrates a comparatively simpl e
mechan ization of this type of load device . The primary purpose of
simulated loads is to evaluate electrical system performance duri ng
severe and worst case conditions and to insure that the compl ete
RPV system will function satisfactorily under all conditions.

+ +

F LOCAL SIMULATED( CLOCK LOAD

f DRIVER H SWITCHER]

Figure 21. Simulating Pulsed Loads

4.1.5 Cost Considerations

The cost data used in the planning estimates are based on the PRICE
data generated in the Phase I studies wi th some adjustments and
augmentation. PRICE (described briefly in Appendix A of the Phase I
report, Reference 1 is an empirical parametric model that has been
developed for performing trades, sensitivity, and comparative cost
studies and for developing budgetary cost and schedul e estimates
for planning purposes. Except for a few unusuall y highly calibra-
ted situations , the data produced by PRICE are not used for firm
estimates.

PRICE encompasses development costs up to and includ ing system inte—
gration and limited documentation . It does not incl ude software or
subsequent performance testing and evaluation. Therefore, the cost
of these functions must be added.
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While the candidate evaluation data , assumptions, and ground
rules are cons i stent within each class , they are not consistent
between classes . For example, the ARPV class was analyzed first.
The system des ign phil osophy included packag ing control and dis-
tribution components collectively within three boxes , a hol dover
approach from the baseline BGM-34C system. The boxes include the
umbilical distribution box, power relay control box , and the ma in
power control box . The non-recurring and production costs of the
boxes Is a large fraction of the overall system cost. The subse-
quent treatment of the other three classes eliminated the approach
as being unnecessarily expensive and compl ex and used instead a
simpler distributed packaging concept. The difference is espe-
c ial ly ev ident in comparing the ARPV and HALE RPV devel opment cos ts
as indicated in Table 3. For planning purposes , the devel opment
costs for the three boxes are del eted from the ARPV costs.

In all of the future electrica l systems, performance monitoring,
contro l logic , and redundancy management is presumed to be done
in software. In the ARPV and HALE RPV classes, the data bus is
assumed to be part of the avionics suite and, therefore, its cost
is not charged against the el ectrical system. For the pl anning
es timate to be complete, the cost and sc hedul e of an appropriate
(al though s impl e) central microprocessor , software logic, and a
data bus must be Included , as is discussed in Section 4.1.3.

The Mini-RPV and TEDS analyses assumed that appropriate generators,
regulators , and power supplies would be availabl e, based on compo-
nents currently in development. Therefore, very little non-recur-
ring devel opment cost was assigned . Such an assumption has littl e
affect on a comparative analysis as l ong as it is used consistently
for all candidates wi thin the class. However, the assumption may
not be valid when planning for a specific technology demonstration
system. Therefore, as a conservative measure, a development cost
that is considered representative of non-recurring design for a
generator, regulator , and power supply is incl uded in the Mini—RPV
and TEDS pl anning estimates, as indicated in Table 4. To prov ide
an estimate of material costs , the avera ge system production cos t,
as es timated by PRICE , is doubled . This approach approximates
movin g back along the l earning curve to a quantity of one.

Finally arriving at a reasonabl e approximation to the cost to
develop and demonstrate a system mockup requires justifying the
PRICE data with probable costs from generator/regulator manu-
facturers based on their recent historical experience wi th similar
components. The vendors that we contacted were pl easantly consis-
tent in their projections. Their corroboration hel ps support the
projected revised cost estimates listed in Table 5. These esti-
mates are the basis for the task breakdowns given in SectIon 5.2.
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4.1.6 Other Cons iderations -
-

In addition to the more signifi cant factors discussed in the
previous sections, several lessor factors are worth mentioning .

The laboratory does not have 28 VDC power available. Therefore
it must be supplied either by a transformer/rectifier/regulator
operating from normal 400 Hz or 60 Hz lab power or by driving the
RPV system generator itself as a DC source. The l evel of DC power
needed is generally on the order of 1-10KW , wh ich i s a  relat ively
small value . Therefore the preferred approach is to provide a
small 28 VDC supply rather than depend on running the RPV system
generator for power. This power woul d normally be used for check-
out and maintenance .

The Digital Testing System performance is more than adequate for
400 Hz systems. However its performance will be reduced for
4000 Hz systems, expecially where many data channels are needed .
The number of samp les per cycle is a tenth that ava i lable at
400 Hz. Therefore, the number of ava i lab le data channel s may
have to be reduced in some instances to obtain an adequate
sampling rate for trans ient and higher harmonic data.

4.2 RECOMMENDED APPROACH

4.2.1 Suninary

This section presents the recomendations for the RPV hot bench
design based on the requirements, available facilities , alterna-
tives , and design considerations discussed In the preceding sec-
tions. After suninarizing the reconinendations, the ARPV. mockup
will be described as a detailed example, because it has the high-
est priority of the four RPV classes. The remaining classes wi ll
then be sumarized briefly, since the details will be the same
according to our concept of a conron approach. Included in the
description of each mockup is a schematic, panel l ayout, list of
components wi th part numbers, and a l ist of components requiring
development with potential developers.

The reconinended hot bench design employs a wall-mounted frame on
which aluminum circuit panels are mounted contiguously in a ver-
tical array, as ind icated in Figure 22. The panels are a standard
36-Inch width with a height variable from 12 to 48 inches as
needed to suit the application . The vertical location is adjust-
able in two—inch increments.

The preferred location is on the north face of the wall separating
the assembly area from the generator drive stand room, as depicted
in Figure 23. This location offers a free standing wall space
large enough to acconmiodate a five bay panel and up to 90 square
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feet of panel area. The mock-up is outside the generator room and
thereby offers reduced ambient noise levels. It is in reasonable
proximity to all three generator mounting pads, the interconnection
boxes, and the control room. The interconnection boxes provide
interfaces to the control room, load banks , and instrumentation.
The wall space is located in an area where visitors can easily
observe the experiment in progress.

- 16.S FT. -

• 514. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - .1,w~ ~~~~~~~~~

ii
~~~

Figure 22. Hot Bench Design Well Mounted Frame
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The existing generator drives can ~
‘. used as i s for mos t presen t

applications , except for specific examples where integral , engine-
moun ted generators are being considered . The limi tation of the
present drives is in the available speed range and the high-
threshold torque measurements. The drive speed range is 2K to
30K RPM. For the integral turbine engine mounted generato r, where
shaft speeds of 60 K RPM and higher are possible, higher ratio
speed increases are necessary, and these will have to be procured.
This possibility has already been considered-by API.

The five 150 KVA 3-phase loads, while designed for 400 Hz opera-
t ion, can prov ide adequate static loads for RPV appl icat ions from
DC through 5 K Hz. Section 4.1.4 shows how the load banks can be
easily reconfigured to acconinodate a variety of vol tages and fre-
quencies. The namepl ate ratings are, of course , inaccurate with
the revised impressed vol tages, but sufficient adjustment is
ava i labl e in the exis ting design to prov ide pract ical , effec tive
loads necessary for the various candidate systems. For special
cases , the capabil ity exists to provide mul ti-level/multi-voltage
loads as -Is the case for any system, dynamic system testing will
best be done by using actual vehicle loads or their dynamic equi-
valents . - 

-

The reconinended RPV hot bench design concept satisfies the project
objectives.

1) The wall-mounted rack frame and associated component
mounting boards or panels provides a low cost, easily
demountable structure, which -permits a variety of
candidate systems to be fabricated , tested, and
evaluated

2) The sectionalized component mounting boards will
functionally replicate the intended application/
installation to the degree necessary to duplicate
lead lengths, wire sizing , wire routing (short of
actual stringing), connectors, end Item equipment,
and clamping.

3) The vertical contiguous mounting provides the in-
vestigator with unobstructed access to easily modify,
maintain , and monitor the installation .

4) The standardized Installation will permit considerable
manpower savings in hookup, fabrication , and teardown.
The ease in system operation reduces the time needed
In conducting a test program.
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4.2.2 ARPV Mockup

The Phase I effort concluded that a LVDC system is the best ap-
proach for the ARPV; Section 3.3 includes a brief description of
that system as extracted from the Phase 1 report. Since the ARPV
has the highest priority Importance of the four RPV classes , we
have concentrated on it to develop the recommended hot bench de-
s ign concept . Th i s requi red expandi ng the LVDC des ign to include
additional circuit details as a basis for a mockup l ayout on the
circuit panels. This task w~s also done for the other three
classes. The resulting l ayouts helped determine the panel space
needed, the optimum partitioning for multi pl e panel systems, and
interpanel wiring requirements . Panel space requirements were
also estimated for mounting vehicle loads, including the central
processor , real or simulated payloads and avionics , and actuators
operating into spring loads. These data went into the selection
of the 36-inch panel width as being a standard for all panels to
establish the common frame configuration .

Therefore the LVDC system shown in Figure 9 has been expanded and
re-organized as shown in Figure 24. The two—bus system remains
as the standard for RPVs , composed of an essential and an emer-
gency bus. The -battery is placed on the emergency bus followi ng
purging of extraneous loads. The battery is optimally sized for
the return-to-base electrical loads. The avionics system will
contain a central microcomputer with a data bus, various flight
data sensor packages (simulated), and a surface actuator group.
Al though the basic vehicle requirements are yet to be precisely
defined , we have assumed that a basic return-to-base/recovery
backup mechanism will be included . Accordingly this candidate
design has incorporated provisions for flight safety vehicle
control , a backup communica tions link with assoc iated interfaces ,
and a parachute for emergency recovery.

The ARPV equipment is laid out onto three panels: (1) main elec-
trical system control and distribution (Figure 25), (2) avionics
loads , including the central microcomputer (Figure 26), and (3)
electro-magñetic actuators Figure 25). Panels 1 and 2 are two feet
high; panel 3 is one foot high . The generator power control unit is
included on the fi rst panel , although it may very wel l be located
separately next to the generator to better approximate line
lengths found in an RPV.

The central microcomputer mounted on the avionics load panel
consists of a- commercial singl e board computer, power supply, real
time cloc k, and input/output/data bus cards in a standard rack.
Ihe RF transmitter and fuel pump are included as exampl es of
optional vehicle equipment that could be used as real loads . These
represent electrical noise generators found on all RPV .
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The flight control actuators typically possess load switching
characteristics which are difficu lt to duplicate . A component
moun ti ng board i s ass igned to th i s funct ion. For a larger or
more complex ARPV , such as a controlled configured vehicl e having
multiple actuators , mul tiple boards could be required .

The interfaces with the generator room, load banks, and control
room should be standardized so as to facilitate interchange wi th
other ve hi cle componen t moun ti ng boards , i .e. , HALE , MINI , TEDS.
The ins trumen tation connec tors , power connector(s), and load bank
conne ctors would prov ide in di v id ual ci rcu it cod i ng . Ci rcular
connectors having 5015 type inserts and standard MS 27212 terminal
strips provide low cost interfaces to the various busses. The hot
bench construction will produce lead lengths and separations that
approximate those expected in an ARPV .

Checkout of the assemblies would be performed by conventional
incremental circuit isolation techniques . Final system tests
could then be performed on the rack frame upon Installation .
Instrumentation checkout is also incremental . However, preas-
signing channel s and wiring interfaces to each component mounting
board would permit simple preconnection verification . This would
help reduce manpower requirements .

A transformer/rectifier/regulator operating from either 400 Hz or
60 Hz lab power is recomended to provide 28 VDC power to eliminate
the nu i sance of starting the dr ive stands un ti l actual genera tor
tests are required . Additionally, much of the conventional system
tests coul d be accomplished with this power source.

Table 6 contains the listing of equipments that are . used on the
ARPV mockup . Selected items are flagged as al so being appropri ..te
to the HALE vehicle equipment listing . As discussed in the next
section , one half of the HALE generation and control system could
support the ARPV development requirements - or vice versa .
Sel ec ted items suggested for additional developme nt are l isted
in Tabl e 7.
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B

TABLE 7
ITEMS OF DEVELOPMENT INTEREST APPLICABLE TO THE ARPV VEHICLE

SUBJECT POSSIBLE VENDORS

Integrated data bus control with In House (AFAPL—AFAL )
electri cal powe r interfaces and TM
control elements SRL

Harris Semi conductor

Integral turbine engine dr i ven Cont inental Simonds
generators Lycoming El ectro Pad fi c

GE LSI
Garrett Garrett
Electro-Kineti cs GE

Electro Kinetics

External power/internal power — In House (AFAPL-I~FAL)
uninterrupted powe r transfe r IRA
methodol ogy SRL.

Monolithic voltage regulators and Harr is
system component s Motorola

Texas Instruments
ITT
National Semiconductor

High efficiency actuator motors LSI
GE
Globe
Lucas Aerospace -

Superior Electri c

Fibre optic data bus and associated Spectronics
interfaces ITT

In House (AFAL ) -

Valtec
Hughes Air craf t

- 
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4.2. 3 Other Cl ass RPV Hot Bench ~-1ockups

HALE RPV - -

The HALE vehicle is an AC/DC system-, having redundant power and
utilization -equ i pment. The basic schematic diagram, Figure 10
taken from the Phase 1 report, is in sufficient detail to struc-
ture the component panel , Figure 27. The sizing of these boards
were made on a trial basis. They consist of dual generator
contro l boards, the power control board, dual av ionics load boards
(same as Figure 26), and an actuator board . The power control
board provides the power bus interfaces to the individu al AC/DC
generator systems. This board is four feet high; the generator
control boards are two feet high.

The component list for the HALE vehicle includes severa l DC com-
ponents that are also used wi th the ARPV vehicle . Accordingly,
one hal f of the HALE system (located on two boards) could also
serve as the ARPV mockup. Space utilization would not be efficient;
however , full control would be available and only one set of hard-
ware could suppl y b-oth mockups .

The component l i-st for the HALE vehicle is contained in Table 8.
Selected i tems are suggested for additional development effort,
and are contained in Table 9.

MINI-RPV

The Mini class ve hi cle i s a low power system hav ing  two viabl e
configurations; a single output generator and a multiple output
supply. Both configurations are sized approximately the same
thereby permi tting either type to be installed on a two-foot high
component panel .

FIgure 11 represents the single line schematic. Figure 28 shows
the Mini component panel wi th trial placement of the various sys-
tem elements.

As with all interfaces, standardization of the Instrumentation and
bus connections permi t simple rapid installation and checkout.
The component list for- the Mini , In ei ther conf igurat ion , Is con-
tained -In Tabl e lO s . Selected items are suggested for additional
development effort and are contained in Table 11.

____
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TABLE 8
PARTS LIST FOR HALE RPV AC/DC

POWER CONTROL PANEL
— 

COI~ UM ENT APPROXIMME
(Desc r ipt i on) VENDO R PART NUMBER COST DELIVERY

Connector Elec $1L-C-83723 1483723. 7.50 (76 ) 20 weeks
14R1 00614

Backs hell — Conn NIL—C-83723 1483723- 3.00 (76) 20 weeks
1514101%

Connector (icc MIL—C-83723 1483723- 60 .00 (76) 20 weeks
- 24R24 10N -

Backsh ell — Conn MIL-C-83723 1483723- 3.00 (78) 20 weeks
35N24R

Connector — (icc MIL—C—83723 1483723-. 16.00 (Est) 20 weeks
04R1 41914

Backshe l l — Conn MIL-C-83723 1483723- 3.00 (Est) 20 weeks
1514141%

Connector - Elec MI%.-C-SOi 5 MS31O6R. 12.60 (76) 20 weekS
36-4P

Connector — [icc NIL—C—501 5 14531001%.. 12.60 (Eat) 20 weeks
36-4S

Connector - (icc MIL-C-501 5 MS31 00R- 12.00 (Est ) 20 weeks
24-lOS

Clamp — Cable 14S21919F12 2.00 (Eat)

Clamp - Cable 14S2191 9F8 2.00 (Es t)

Limiter - Current MS28396- 3.00 (Eat)
400

holder Limiter  14S28394-1 5.00 ( let)

Board Termi nal 14527212-4-S 5.00 8 weeks

b ard Termin al 1627212-6-5 7.80 S weeks

Board Terminal 14527212-1-10 4.30 8 weeks

Relay 1624184-01 300.00 (Est) 10 weeks

Relay 1624376—01 300.00 (Eat ) 10 weeks

Relay Nsrt.an 1414—966 400.00 ((at) 10 weeks

Revers e Currant Ka rtain A- 700*P 500.00 (Eat) 12 weeks
Cutout

Relay Phase Sequence Leach P5104—AS 
- 

- 400 .00 (let) 12 weeks
(Al ternate) Hartaan AVR-985
(Al ti rnate ) 141-6 1438-15

Transfo rmer Current Dcv Item

Inve rter 28 (NP P5-299 1300.00 90 days *140DC to 115 AC
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TABLE 8
PARTS LIST FOR HALE RPV AC/DC (Continued )

GENERATOR CONTROL PANEL -

(D~~~~~~ on) VENDOR PART NUMBER APPROXIMATE 
DELIVERY

Connector [1c c MIL-C-5015 KS3100P.-36-4S 13.00 (Est) 20 weeks

Limiter Current 14S28936-400 3.00 (Est) - -

Holder LimI ter $S28934-l 5.00 (Est) 
-

Board Termina l 14527212-4-5 5.00 8 weeks

Board Terminal  14527212-1-10 4.30 8 weeks

Board Terminal 1627212-6-S 7.80 8 weeks

Rel ay Hart man - A-571 (Type) 300.00 (Est) 10 weeks
or

MS24185-Di

Relay - Har tman 
- 

DH-7B 300.00 (Est) 10 weeks

Trans fo rme r Development
Cont rol Item

Generator Development
20~~~ DC Item
20 KVA AC

Power Control Unit Dcv Item

Regula tor Vol tage Dcv Item

Connector - [icc 141L—C-83723 1483723- 15.10 (76) 20 weeks
03R1 00614 -

Backshell - Conn NIL-C-83723 1483723- - 3.00 (76) 20 weeks
- 1514101% 

-

Connector - (icc NIL-C-83723 1483723- 60.00 (Est) 20 weeks
19R24 1ON -

Backshel l - Conn MIL-C-83723 1483723- 
- 

5.00 (let) 
- - 

20 weeks
3514241%

— 
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TABLE 9

ITEMS OF DEVELOPMENT INTE REST APPLICABLE TO THE HALE VEHICLE

SUBJECT POSSIBLE VENDO RS

Integrated data bus control with In House (AFAPL, AFAL )
electrical power interfa ces and TRA
control elements. SRI.

Harris Semi conductor

Optical data bus and associated ITT
Interfaces In House

SRI
Spectron l cs

Integral turbine engine driven Continental Sinu nonds
generators Lycoimning El ectro-Paci fi c

GE IS!
Garrett Garrett
Electro Kineti cs GE

Electro Kinetics

Hi~~ voltage switch gear GE
LSI
Bendix
Hartinan

Monolithic voltage regulators and Harrts
system components Motorola~Texas Instruments

ITT

Fibre optic data bus and assoc- Spectronlcs
lated Interfaces ITT

In House (AFAL)
Valtec

- 
- Hughe s Aircraft

U
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TEDS

The recommended TEDS vehicle EPS is the VSVF wild frequency con-
cept. Figure 12 represents a sing le l ine schematic of a high vol-
tage transmission, variabl e frequency system. Figure 29 shows the

- component panel , two feet high wi th a trial component l ocation .
As in previous examples, standardization of the various interfaces
permits rapid system change and checkout.

The component l ist for the TEDS Is contained in Table 12. Selected
items are suggested for additional development effort, and are con-
tained In Table 13.

TABLE 10
PARTS LIST FOR MINI-RPV LVDC

(Discrepancies) VENDOR PART NUMBER APP
~~S~T!

lATE DELIVERY

Relay MIL—R-6106 M6106/27- 25.00 (Est) 10 weeks
029

Connector - Elec MIL-C—5015 MS3100R-20-8P 2.75 (74) 20 weeks

Connector - Elec M IL-C—5 015 MS3100R-20-8S 2.75 (74) 20 weeks

Connector - [i cc MIL—C-83723 1483723- 15 .10 (76) 20 weeks
03R1 006N

Board Terminal 1627212-2-10 5.00 (76) 8 weeks

Board Terminal 1627212-2—6 2.30 (76) 8 weeks

Board Terminal MS272 12-l-l0 3.00 (Eat) 8 weeks

Recti fier/ Dcv Item
Regulator

Generator 0ev Item
28 VAC

LV Power Supply 0ev Item

I
12 
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TABLE 11 -

ITEMS OF DEVELOPMENT INTEREST APPLICABLE TO THE MINI VEHICLE

SUBJECT POSSIBLE VENDORS

Hi gh speed reciprocating engine shaft Continental Slninonds
driven generators and associa ted Lycomning Electro—Pac ifi c
regulators - - GE IS!

Garrett . Garrett
- GE
Electro Kinetics

High frequency (4000 Hz) magneti c Triad
components , and power supplies 

- TDC Freq. Technology
- - - UTC

- Abbott Labs

I1onolittTi c voltage regulators and Harris
sys tem components Motorola

Texas Instrume nts
ITT
National Semi-Conducto r

High efficiency actuator motors LSI
GE
Gl obe
Lucas Aerospace
Superior Electri c
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TABLE 12

PARTS LIST FOR TEDS VSVF SYSTEM

COMPONENT VENDOR PART NUMBER APPROXIMATE DELIVERY

Connector - 
- 
Elec - MIL-C-83723 1483723- 16.00 (Est) 20 weeks

- 04R1412N

Connecto r - Elec - MIL-C—83723 1483723- 16.00 (Est) 20 weeks
- 04R 14 19N

Connector - Elec MIL—C-83723 M83723- 20.00 (Est) 20 weeks
2OR2007N

Board Te rminal 14527212—6—5 5.80 (Est) 8 weeks

Board Terminal 1627212-6-10 7.00 (Est) 8 weeks

Baard Terminal MS27212-6-4 5.00 (Est) 8 weeks

Board Te rminal MS27212-l-1O 3.00 (Est) 8 weeks

Backshe ll — Conn 1483723— 3.00 (78) 20 weeks
15N 14R

Backshel l — Conn 1183723- 3.00 (78) 20 weeks
35N20R

Transformer Dcv Item
Recti fier Unit

Power Supply Dcv item
Low Voltage

Relay Leach Similar to 900.00 (Est) 1~ wee ks
KC-~2A-022

Relay Leach Similar to 75.00 (Est) 12 weeks
KDA-04T-Ol 3

Generator 0ev Item
24 0V3 0Y 

- .. -
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TABLE 13
ITEMS OF DEVELOPMENT INTEREST APPLICABLE TO THE TEDS VEHICLE

SUBJECT POSSIBLE VENDORS

Integral turbine engine driven Continental Simnonds
generators Lyconining Electro—Pacifi c

GE LSI
Garrett Garrett

GE
Electro Kinetics

Hot gas integral turbine driven Sundstrand
powe r supp lies (alternate) TRW

IS! Electro Kinetics
Garrett

Long term thermal batteri es Sonotone
(5Kw 40 minutes) Eagle Picher

Catalyst Research -

Leesona Mooos -

High frequency magnetic components/ Triad
power supp lies UTC

TX Freq Tech
Abbot Labs

Monolithic voltage regulators and Harris
sys tem componen ts Motorola

ITT
Texas Instruments
National Semi-Conductor
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SECTION V

DEVELOPMENT- AND DEMONSTRATION PLANS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

This section presents the plans for developing and demonstrating
RPV electric power systems . The- devel opment plan , which is pre-
sented fi rst, i s based on the approach recommended and descr ibed
in Section 4.2. The plan has five parts: one for, the basic
framewo rk tha.t is comon to: all mockups and one for each of the
four clas ses of RPV.. -

The subject of testing RPV electrical systems is presented as a
guide to devel oping test p lans rather than as a demonstra tion test
as such. The discussion is-generic in that it encompasses the
types of tests that would typically be performed on any class of
RPV. As the specific system to be demonstrated becomes better.
defined , the test pl an can be made specific.

The schedules and material and labor costs associated with the
pl ans were developed from- the PRICE runs made during the Phase I
study, discussions with vendors, and engineering judgment. The
resul ting data are adequate for planning purposes , although they
lack the supporting details needed to provide fi rm estimates.

The develo pmental aspects of the plans are cons istent with the
results of the Phase I study (Section 2.3), which concludes that
major improvements over ex isting sys tems in we ight, volume , cost,
reliability , and maintainability with equal or better performance
are attainabl e wi thout major technology development by using the
curren tly availab le state of the design art.- Therefore , the limi-
ted development that is required concerns-re-sizing components or
adapting technology and design techniques to RPV appl ications.

5.2 DEVELOPMENT PLANS 
. 

-

The purpose of the Development Plan is to provide planning data
for future RPV el ectric powe r system programs for technol ogy
development and feasibility demonstrations. The planning data
are consistent-with and based upon the results of the Phase I
Technology Assessment study. It therefore encompasses the four
classes of RPV: ARPV , HALE RPV , TEDS , an d M~nl-RPV . Obviously,
other classes of vehicles, such as cruise missiles, can also be
served by similari ty. The Development Plan has five parts to
provide planning flexibility . The first part Is for the basic
mockup framework that is connnon to and supports all mockups.
The basic framework encompasses essentially -the coninon mechanical ,
electrical , and electronic interfaces between the laboratory faci-
liti es and the electr ic power system mockups themselves. The re-
maining four parts treat each of the four classes of RPV. There—
fore the initial program woul d cons i st of the framework plan
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(part one) plus one of the RPV pl ans. Once the framework has been
completed , the other RPV pl ans (or cruise missile or manned air-
craft plan for that matter) can be Implemented as a complete pro-
gram.

The program schedules presented In Figures 31 through 35 for the
development of the five parts are based on the respective system
hardware and cost data in Section 4. The development schedules
were derived from schedule estimates generated by PRICE analyses
in Phase I. These estimates for MinI-RPV and TEDS were augmented
sl ightly to account for estimates from vendors on development items
and del ivery schedules. -

To help develop the program plans, a typical program task flow was
developed, shown In Figure 30. The task numbers correlate with
those comprising the program schedules. The tasks are described
as fol lows :

Task 1. System Definition . Define the characteristics of the
system to be developed in terms of functional , perfor-
mance and physical requirements; interfaces; constraints;
specifications; checkout, test, and maintenance philoso-
phies ; and program plans.

Task 2. Detail Design. Design the functional system elements
with sufficient detail for procurement, fabrication ,
checkout , and test; includes hardware and software de-
sign for the demonstration system and its support and
test.

Task 3. Design Development and Parts Procurement. Design and
develop those elements, i.e., hardware components, soft-
ware, or firmware, that are not considered “off the
shel f” and where addi tional development is needed in
areas such as technology application or design technique ;
procure off-the-shelf system hardware, software support,
and test elements.

Task 4. Fabrication and Assembly. Fabricate hardware and develop
softwa re elements; assemble and checkout subsystem ele-
ments and assemble complete system including data acqui-
sition and test

Task 5. Checkout complete system functions and compatibility.

Task 6. System Test. Test the completed system according to the
system test and demonstration plan.

Task 7. Technical Reports. Document the system description,
analyses performed, results, and conclusions.
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The l ength of the schedule for the basic mockup framework, shown
in Figure 31, i s dri ven by the del ivery sc hedules for connec tors ,
which currently run from 12 to 16 weeks. The other components
can be obtained wi thin a few days to several weeks. Therefore if
suitable connectors are already in hand , the schedule could be
reduced by three months . This factor may not be important when
compared to the delivery schedul es for any of the RPV systems.

The length of the development task for each RPV program has been
s ized to equal the nominal per iod requi red to develop a qew
generator and regulator for an appropriatel y sized RPV engine
using current design and materials technology. Other developmen-
tal items of a similar nature may be included , but the generator/
regulator devel opment has the longest l ead time . Generator develop-
ment ca l l ing  for an assoc iated engi ne devel opment or modi f ication,
such as an integral engine generator for an ARPV or a multi-mode
APU for the HALE RPV , has not been included . Propulsion related
programs tend to be more l engthy and expensive than the ones
recommended here; hence they should be treated separately. How-
ever such programs can be doveta i led to produce a combined system
at a later time .

5.3 TEST PLAN GUIDE FOR RPV ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

5.3.1 IntroductIon

This  guide is presented to assist in pl anning a test program for
quantitative measurements of an electrical power system. It is
not intended as a detailed plan but as a guide to point out differ-
ences between manned aircraft and RPVs and parameters which should
be considered in RPV testing .

Electri cal power systems in RPVs , as with manned aircraft, are
evaluated using MIL-STD—704 criteria; hence this document is the
most applicable. In some instances, where the avionics have been
proven tol erant, vol tage excursions can be allowed to exceed the
establ ished limits for short periods Of time . These instances are
evaluated on an individual basis and are the exception Instead of
the rule.

5.3.2 General Considerations

The prime considerations in an el ectrical power system test pro-
gram are power qual ity and the ability of the EPS to support the
loads. The test program on an RPV consists of measuring para-
meters on DC lines , both generator derived and battery, as wel l
as on AC lines , where In a manned aircraft the considerations deal
mainly wi th AC lines . The followi ng parameters should be consi-
dered as they apply to a RPV system:
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Vol tage Voltages

Current Current
Ripple Vol tage Frequency
Ripple Frequency Content Power 

-

Trans ients Transients -

Wave form Distort ion
- 

Phase Balance

Modulation on Waveforms

Phase Angle

From the above data the power quality and exces-s capacity -(or
deficiency) can be determined.

The ty pes of loads arid/or simulation play an important part in the
ability to determine the power quality and the ability of the EPS
to support the RPV requirements. This will be discussed in greater
detail later.

The EPS tests are performed under local ambient conditions . While
operation under wide temperature and humidity excursions can affect
system performance, the cost of such testing i-s prohibitive for
most RPV systems for the benefits gained . This would certainly be
so for concept demonstrations.

Additional test equipment may be required to compl iment the di gi tal
computer. At the highest sampling rate of 100,000 per second ,
conversion from analog to dig ital takes 10 usec. In a practical
aspect, this may be too long to gain sufficient Information about a
DC transient. Equipment which’ can capture a transient, give real
time analysis , and give it to the computer on request would be a
tremendous aid in evaluating an RPV system.

5.3.3 Procedures

Prior to any measurements, a loads analysis is performed to hel p
establ ish performance evaluation criteria. In this analysis,
source and load characteristics are identified. In RPV , sources
include batteries, DC generators, AC generators, and inverters.
The sources or combination of sources naturally depend on the sys-
ten.
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In the recommended system for the ARPV for examp le , the sources
are a battery, DC generator, and possibly an Inverter. The recom—
mended HALE system has a battery and two AC/DC generators . The
Mini-RPV system has an AC generator and rectifier - regulator and
possibly a battery. The TEDS system power source is a wild fre-
quency generator.

The loads in a system are i dentifi ed as to their power bus connec-
tion , duty cycle (e.g., continuous , 60%, standby and transmit , etc),
and current (power) requirements.

Therefore , when the analysis is compl ete, the sources , their rated
capac ity, and the total load requi rements are known . From these
data a test procedure and system demonstration can be formula-ted .

Using actual loads ~r a close simulation is very important in
testing an RPV system. Some of the loads are non-linear , some re-
active, and some resistive. The high switching current or pulsing
current level s that are common in RPV payloads usually command a
large percentage of the available power budget. This causes
variation in power quality and load interactions. In a manned
a ircraft the effe ct is also p resent, but it usually is not as
severe . Therefore , in an RPV EPS test, the type of equ ipment used
and the loads it w ill present should be carefully cons idered .

Equally important in an RPV is time-histo ry loading . Loads should
be energized or de-energized as they would occur in a mission .
Where an RPV has multi-configurations , each configuration should
be tested since this usually invol ves major component changes .

The tes t sequence cons ists of a s imulated RPV miss ion. The power
system is instrumented , the loads (actual or simulated) are instal-
led , and a simulated mission profile is followed . Tests are per-
formed with generators turning at the RPM expected in fli ght . This
requi res some knowledge of the installa tion.

This technique provides a time-history loading of the system and
yields information on Its ability to support the loads . Equipment
does not necessarily have to be energized for the total expected
mission time so long as it Is sequenced properly. In some cases ,
equi pment will be energized at different times and, due to opera-
tional timing, be on simultaneously at some times and not at other
times . Where these condit ions ex ist, they must be cons idered In a
test sequence . 

-

5.3.4 Bus/Source Performance

The electrical power system Is evaluated by instrumenting each
source and/or bus. This invo l ves measurements on a battery bus as
wel l as AC and DC generator derived power. The RPV power distri-
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bution usually cons i sts of a ma in bus , payload bus , and a battery
or emergency bus.

ARP V

The ARPV wi ll requi re ma inly DC measuremen ts. Trans ients, vol tage,
curren t, ripple vol tage and ripple frequency will be parameters
necessary to evaluate this system. DC data will require approxi—
mately 8 to 10 channels of data acquisition . Figure 36 indicates
where senses points would be located in an ARPV system.

Transients that occur during power change-overs between battery and
generator will be of prime importance. With the trend toward compu-
ter controlled systems, fast rise-time , short duration (less than
10 milliseconds) transients will create system incompatibilities
unless knowledge of the environment exists and precautions are
taken. While the capability to measure transients of 400 Hz sig-
nals exists, additional laboratory equ ipment and/or different tech-
niques may be necessary to analyze DC transients .

The battery in this system would be used during recovery. Bus
change—over could occur as a result of under voltage or under cur-
rent sens ing depending on system conf igurat ion. Data on battery
capacity and transient activity during change-over woul d be re-
quired .

The possibility exists that an ARPV may have AC power requirements . -

In thi s case in addition to AC voltage and current , parameters
suc h as harmonic d istortion, AC transients , etc. would be measured .
An addi tional 2 to 6 channel s of data acquisition would be necessary.

HALE RPV

The HALE RPV will require both AC and DC measurements for the recom-
mended hybrid configuration . The evaluation will have to be treated
differently from the ARPV. The battery could very wel l be needed
on take—off or landing. Bus change over could occur as a result
of current, vol tage, or frequency sensing . Battery data , data on
transients occurring at bus change over, and vol tage extremes must
be neasured in order to take precautions to preserve computer mem-
ory or prevent malfunction.

The AC Is a wild frequency, 2 kHz to 5 kHz, requiring a higher
sampl ing rate than that used for 400 Hz. It may be necessary to
vary generator RPM during the test sequence to simulate a change
in engine RPM that would occur during take off and landing .
Eighteen channels of data acquisition (6 DC and 12 AC) would be
necessary during a test sequence. Figure 37 shows the recommended
sense points .
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Additional equipment may be required for system control and data
acquisition in order to obta in data on events occurring simul-
taneously on separate power busses .

MINI-RPV

The MinI-RPV will require DC measurements with the possibility
of some AC measurements on the generator output. The chief con-
cerns In this system will be voltage extremes, ripple voltage,
and rippl e frequency. However, transients will occur as the pay-
load is switched.

Provisions for varying the generator RPM over a wide range during
a test sequence would be required. The engine RPM could vary from
3000 to 8000 during a flight. Figure 38 shows the recomended
sense points for a single output configuration .
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Figure 38. MINI-RPV LVDC Wi th Boxes
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TEDS

The TEDS power system will require AC and DC measurements. The DC
measurements will consist mainly of transient data created by
actuators. Simultaneous bus monitoring will be necessary in this
system.

The AC In this system woul d be a varying voltage and varying fre-
quency source. A high sampling rate, as required for the HALE,
woul d be necessary since the frequence could be from 2 kHz to 5 kHz.
The greatest variations would occur between start and cruise con-
dition . Variations and transients created by the cycling payload
in flight will occur. These conditions would have to be evaluated
for the effect they could have on the avionics . RPM variation
would not be necessary since the TEDS would operate at a near
constant engine RPM.

The recomended sense points are shown In Figure 39. Parameters
would be vol tage, current, and power quality measurements such
as total harmonic di stortion , AC modulation , etc.

5.3.5 Test Time

The test time after the instrumentation and equipment set up is
complete ranges from 30 minutes to 1 hour per test run. Several
test runs may be required to gather all of the data. The time for
instrumentation and equipment set up will vary with the compl exity
of the system under test.
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